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PREFACE

The requirements and functionality outlined in the SRS IHS Point of Sale Version 1.0 Patch 24 includes the following:

1. New and updated POS 5.1 formats
2. Emdeon hostfile name update

SECURITY

This patch uses the same security keys as described in the Pharmacy POS User manual Version 1.0.
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1.0 Introduction

Please review these changes and add a copy of them to any printed documentation your site may be using for ABSP V 1.0. These changes will be integrated into future versions of the software and user manuals and will no longer be considered an addendum at the time of the next release.

Patch 24 of Pharmacy Point of Sale version 1.0 contains the following changes:

- POS Formats that have been created or updated for use.
- Emdeon hostfile name update
2.0  POS 5.1 Plan Formats

The following formats are new in Patch 24:

Plan Name/Bin#/PCN#

  AMERISCRIP 9999 5.1/012957/AMER9999
  MEDSCRIPT 5.1/610575/NONE
  ODS HEALTH PLAN STD 5.1/003585/38600
  COMMUNITY MUTUAL PDP 5.1/610575/00890000
  BC/BS KANSAS CITY 5.1/600428/00290000
  MEDICARE PARTD REGENCE RX 5.1/610622/02070000
  HERIT HEALTH PLAN 5.1/012304/HERIT
  HERIT HEALTH REVERSAL 5.1/012304/HERIT
  NAVITUS DHP 5.1/610602/5104
  NAVITUS REVERSAL 5.1/610602/5104
  UCARE WISCONSIN 5.1/012189/5030
  BCBS NM MEDICARE PARTD 5.1/011552/MPDNM
  REGENCE RXEDO 5.1/610622/03980000
  CIGNA VOLUNTARY 5.1/003585/30300
  JP FARLEY/TEKFOR INC 5.1/003585/36440
  MCKESSON LOYALTY 5.1/610524/Loyalty

The following formats were adjusted in Patch 24:

  MEDICARE PARTD ENVISION 5.1/012312/PARTD
    Adjustment: added group field 301- group ID to insurer segment
  ALLWIN DURABLE MED EQUP 5.1/004766/USMCA
    Adjustment: added field 309- eligibility clarification code to insurer segment
BCBS IL BLUE MC RX REG 17 5.1/011552/PDPIL

Adjustment: added field 414- Date prescription written to claim segment.

NORTH DAKOTA MEDICAID 5.1/601364/NONE

Adjustment: added field 418- Level of service to claim segment.

BCBS NM BLUEMEDICARE D R26 5.1/011552/PDPNM

Adjustment: added field 414- Date prescription written to claim segment.
3.0 Emdeon Hostfile Name Update

Effective March 31, 2008, the IP address for Emdeon claims will change from 192.244.222.6 to 170.138.220.70. In POS patch 24, the post init routine has been modified to update the ABSP DIAL OUT entry to ENVOY DIRECT VIA T1 LINE which reflects the IP change to emdeonserver.ihs.gov and points to the new IP address (170.138.220.70).

If you do not install POS patch 24 at your site, you must manually change the IP address to 170.138.220.70 in the ABSP DIAL OUT field to reflect the change by March 31, 2008.

3.1 Changing the IP Address for Emdeon Claims

This section provides instructions for changing the POS advanced settings to the new IP address.

To change the IP address for Emdeon claims:

1. Type MGR at the “Select Pharmacy Point of Sale Option:” prompt on the PHARMACY POINT OF SALE Main Menu as shown in Figure 3-1.

   Figure 3-1. Selecting MGR from the Pharmacy Point of Sale Main Menu

2. Type SET at the “Select Pharmacy POS Manager Menu Option:” prompt on the Pharmacy POS Manager Menu as shown in Figure 3-2.
3. Type **Dial** at the “Select Pharmacy Point of Sale Setup Menu Option:” prompt on the Pharmacy Point of Sale Setup Menu as shown in Figure 3-3.

4. Type **ADV** at the “Select Edit pharmacy POS dial out settings Option:” prompt on the Edit pharmacy POS dial out settings menu as shown in Figure 3-4.
BAS Basic settings for POS dial out
DEF Select default destination for claims
ADV Advanced settings for POS dial out

Select Edit pharmacy POS dial out settings Option: ADV Advanced settings for POS dial out

Figure 3-4. Selecting ADV from the Edit pharmacy POS dial out settings Menu

The following warning message appears:

If you arrived here by mistake, use ^ to get out right away!

5. Type ^ to exit immediately if you do not want to change the POS dial out settings.

To change the ABSP Dial Out settings, go to the next step.

6. Type ENVOY at the “Select ABSP DIAL OUT NAME:” prompt as shown in Figure 3-5.

7. Type 4 in response to the “CHOOSE 1-4:” prompt as shown in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5. Changing POS Dial Out Settings for Emdeon Claims
8. Press Enter to accept the default setting for each of the following prompts as shown in Figure 3-5:
   
   Edit? NO//
   PHONE #:
   SWITCH TYPE: ENVOY//
   MODEM TYPE:
   BAUD RATE:
   CONNECTION TYPE: T1 LINE TO ENVOY//
   DEVICE #: 56//

9. Type `emdeonserver.ihs.gov` (using lowercase characters) at the “IP ADDRESS: 199.244.222.6” prompt as shown in Figure 3-5.

10. Accept any remaining defaults and exit to save these changes.

This completes the procedure for changing the IP address for Emdeon claims.
4.0 Contact Information

If you have any questions or comments regarding this distribution, please contact the OIT Help Desk by:

Phone: (505) 248-4371 or (888) 830-7280
Fax: (505) 248-4297
Web: http://www.ihs.gov/GeneralWeb/HelpCenter/Helpdesk/index.cfm
Email: support@ihs.gov